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ActTrader introduces an integrated Mirror Trader 

solution 

 

ActForex is now providing its clients with an integrated Mirror Trader tab 

within the ActTrader platform, making registering for, and using of, a Mirror 

Trader account easy and convenient.  

 

 

June 30, 2014 – Tradency, a global technology company and the originator of the 

Mirror Trader trading concept & services and ActForex, a leading independent 

provider of cutting-edge trading technology solutions, are strengthening their 

cooperation by adding an integrated Mirror Trader option within the ActTrader 

platform. The cooperation between these companies results in a more convenient 

solution for ActTrader and Mirror Trader users alike. 

 

The new functionality includes an integrated front end, seamless account creation 

and login. Mirror Trader is now available via a tab in ActTrader that allows users to 

trade and monitor their accounts from within either front end. Any trades placed 

through Mirror Trader are immediately reflected in ActTrader. In addition, ActTrader 

users can sign up for a Mirror Trader account directly within the ActTrader platform. 

The Mirror Trader account is created with a single click without having to re-enter 

any information that the trader had already submitted during registration for the 

ActTrader account. The trader is automatically logged into Mirror Trader when 

logging into ActTrader, eliminating the need to re-enter the login and password. 

 

Mirror Trader has been popular with ActTrader users for several years. Ilya Sorokin, 

CEO of ActForex: “We are committed to providing the best trading tools to our clients 

and their traders, this functionality provides a lot of real-world value since traders 

benefit by having the market’s best integrated features and trading technology 

available, while brokers enjoy the obvious benefit of having improved account 

trading activity”.  
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About Tradency 

Tradency Inc. is the developer and originator of Mirror Trading technology, which 

enables FOREX traders to use the knowledge of experienced traders in real time for 

their own trading techniques. Tradency’s Mirror Trading Platform offers traders a 

flexible choice of combining its groundbreaking approach with traditional online 

trading methods. Since its inception in 2005, Tradency has pioneered this new 

method, creating a new category of platform trading. Tradency continues to innovate 

its services, reinforcing its reputation as the creator of cutting-edge industry 

practice.  www.tradency.com 

 

 

About ActTrader 

ActTrader is a widely used independent multi-instrument trading platform. ActTrader 

is equally well suited for novices, professional traders, and money managers. Traders 

can create their own strategies without writing a single line of code, or use over 200 

popular strategies which come with the platform. With applications for desktop, web, 

iPhone, iPad, Android and mobile phones, it is possible to trade anywhere, any time. 

ActTrader is employed by a multitude of Forex Market Makers, Introducing Brokers, 

Money Managers and other financial institutions worldwide since 2000. For more 

information, please visit www.acttrader.com 

 

 

http://www.tradency.com/
http://www.acttrader.com/

